N A M E : ________________________________

DATE: ____________________

TAXIS
Questions: When was the last time you took a taxi? Where did you go?
 Complete the 15 sentences with the words on the left.
1. Could you please turn left here, and then
______________ right at the next traffic light.
2. The person who drives the taxi is called the taxi
______________.
3. Sometimes you can ask the taxi driver to give you
a ______________ after you pay for your trip.
4. I always ______________ to my office with a co-worker.
5. Don’t turn left or right. Please just ______________.
6. Where are you going? What’s your ______________?
7. Taxis are sometimes called taxicabs or just

B
C
D

book a taxi
cab

n.

fare

n.

n.

when you see a taxi driving your way.
phr.

go straight
meter

phr.

n.

12. The money that you pay to a taxi driver is called the
n.

taxi ________________.

share a taxi
taxi stand
n., v.

turn

________________, or extra money, for his service.

often be found at airports, hotels, and shopping centers.

receipt

trunk

10. It is common in many countries to give the taxi driver a

11. ________________s, with many taxis waiting, can

n.

passenger

tip

to pay the taxi driver.
9. It’s easy to ________________. Just hold up your arm

n.

flag a taxi

G
M
P
R
S
T

________________s.
8. The ________________ shows you how much money

destination
driver

F

phr.

n.

phr.

13. Some taxi drivers are very helpful. They put your
luggage in the ________________ for you.
14. Taxi ________________s usually sit in the back seat.

n.

15. If you want a taxi to pick you up at a certain time and
v.

place, you can ________________.
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WORD BANK

Taxis

Aim Supplementary vocabulary building
Level Intermediate to Advanced
Time Approximately 15 – 20 minutes

ANSWER KEY

My Notes

1. turn
2. driver
3. receipt
4. share a taxi
5. go straight
6. destination
7. cab(s)
8. meter
9. flag a taxi
10. tip
11. Taxi stand(s)
12. fare
13. trunk
14. passenger(s)
15. book a taxi
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